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Transporting motorcycles safely and securely requires special 
expertise and special equipment. At CEVA, we have both.
Our specialist team is experienced at transporting motorcycles, all over Australia.  
And we love bikes, so we’ll make sure yours gets to its destination safely and on 
time.

A unique aspect of our service is a protective cradle for transporting your 
motorcycle. We designed it ourselves after extensive research and testing, and 
it suits both on and off road motorcycles.  Our cradle hugs the front wheel of 
your motorcycle during transport, locking it in place and eliminating the risk of 
damage to struts and forks. The rear wheel is held securely by strapping for the 
strongest possible protection.

And like all CEVA’s vehicle transport, our motorcycle transport service gives you 
national coverage, a range of service and budget options, and 24/7 progress 
updates through our website at www.cevacarcarrying.com.au.

To arrange transport for your bike, or for more information, 
please call our expert service team on 13 CARS (13 2277).

ZEN AND THE ART OF TRANSPORTING MOTORCYCLES
Relax and let the experts move your motorcycle

CEVA Vehicle Logistics Depot locations:  Adelaide  |  Brisbane  |  Darwin  |  Melbourne  |  Perth  |  Sydney  |  Townsville



www.cevacarcarrying.com.au

MOTORCYCLE TRANSPORT CHECKLIST

To make sure your motorcycle is transported safely and 
securely, and to protect your warranty during shipping,  
please use this checklist before your vehicle is picked up.

Working order

We need to be able to steer your motorcycle during loading and unloading.

Please tick:

	Engine is working properly

	Battery is charged and secured (all fittings tightened)
	Tyres are inflated

	Fuel is in the tank

	Fluids are topped up

	I have disabled any non-standard alarm or immobiliser (or I have prepared  detailed written 
instructions telling the driver how to turn off the alarm if it is triggered)

	I have all keys ready to hand over to the driver

Securing vehicle and loose items

Your motorcycle needs to be prepared so nothing will get broken or stolen during transport. It 
will be held in our unique cradle for protection, so you do not need to crate or palletise your 
motorcycle.

Please tick:

	I have removed all personal belongings OR I have locked personal belongings inside packs, 
trunks or saddlebags and I am responsible for them 

	I have removed or deactivated any toll tags or parking passes

	I have removed any dangerous goods

	I have removed helmets, pipes and other external parts

CEVA has a policy of not transporting motorcycles  with personal or dangerous goods.

Personal goods include spare parts and miscellaneous items such as camping gear, tools and blankets.

Dangerous goods include all forms of flammable gases and liquids

If any personal or dangerous goods are identified at the time of drop off or collection, you will be asked to remove these 
items from your vehicle prior to transportation. 

Moving your motorcycle to Western Australia?

Western Australia has strict quarantine regulations to prevent the introduction of exotic pests, diseases and weeds found 
in other Australian states and territories. If you are transporting a motrcycle to Western Australia, you need to make sure it 
is thoroughly cleaned before it is picked up by CEVA or dropped off at our depot. The motorcycle needs to be completely 
free of mud, plant material and insects. You may be fined if your motorcycle does not pass Western Australia’s quarantine 
inspection. For further details on Western Australia’s quarantine regulations see www.agric.wa.gov.au.

Drop off times at our 
depots is between 
8.30am to 4.00pm 
Monday to Friday,  

with the exception of 
public holidays.

To find out more, 
please call  

our expert service on 
13 CARS (132277)

CEVA Vehicle Logistics Depot locations:  Adelaide  |  Brisbane  |  Darwin  |  Melbourne  |  Perth  |  Sydney  |  Townsville


